It seems clear that the high levels of skill displayed by well-practiced subjects could not be attained without proper timing. Correct timing seems to be necessary in at least two classes of situations. The first involves making some motor response coincidentally with some external event (e.g., hitting a ball), and thus involves anticipation of when event will arrive. Anticipation of the time arrival of stimulus events allows the subject to get his response under way early and to respond coincidentally with the event, thus avoiding the longer reaction-time delays characteristic with nonanticipated stimuli which is the situation for traditional reaction-time tasks. A second class involves no apparent external stimuli, and is concerned with the movement of the various body segments in the proper direction and at the proper time so that the movement is "coordinated," and the resulting movement is smooth and efficient. An understanding of the laws describing both classes of timing seems essential to an understanding of skilled performance.
As important as they seem for skilled performance, anticipation and timing have received very little investigation. In fact, a great deal of the research on motor skills has sought to systematically prohibit the subjects from anticipating. Traditionally, experimenters using reaction time have used catch trials or randomized foreperiods to prevent anticipa-tion, and have eliminated from consideration those trials on which anticipation was evident. Thus, in being so insistent on preventing anticipation we have seriously neglected an important aspect of motor behavior. Other situations (e.g., tracking tasks) have involved anticipation, but the experimenters have been concerned with other factors of responding (Adams, 1961) . This paper is limited to motor behavior where anticipation and timing have received the majority of its study. However, timing is of importance for other classes of behavior as well. For example, speech and handwriting would be nonsense without the proper timing of the responsible musculature, yet no one has attempted to study these aspects of timing. There has been some interest in timing in animals (e.g., Logan, 1960; Logan, Feldstone, & Brown, 1964) dealing with schedules and conditions of reinforcement which permit or require timing, but the present paper will be limited to human responding. Helson (1949) was apparently the first to recognize that anticipation was a factor in motor performance. Using a tracking task with a predictable input, he found that subjects could respond with lags which were less than traditional reaction time lags to nonanticipated stimuli. Poulton (1950, 19S2) appears to be the first to systematically investigate the role of anticipation in motor skills, and he distinguishes between receptor anticipation and perceptual anticipation. 631
Receptor anticipation is present in situations in which stimulus events are displayed ahead, so that the subject can preview the approaching events and respond without the lag due to reaction time. The adequate use of previewed information at the proper time can depend upon the ability of short-term retention to hold the previewed information in store (Adams, 1966 ) and a recent investigation by Poulton (1963) supports this view. The use of receptor anticipation does not require that the presentation of the series of stimulus events be regular or predictable, but more predictable sequences usually result in more accurate performance (Poulton, 1950, 19S2b) .
Perceptual anticipation may be found in situations where the subject is given no preview but in which the presentation of the stimuli is regular in some way and can be learned by the subject. Because of the learning of the pattern of stimuli, the subject is able to get his response underway before the signal, and respond with lags (or even leads) which are smaller than reaction time. There are at least two classes of perceptual anticipation: spatial and temporal. Spatial anticipation involves the prediction of where a stimulus will occur. If the response to be made depends upon which of one or more stimuli has occurred, the prediction of the subject's response (e.g., direction, extent, etc.) will involve spatial anticipation. Temporal anticipation involves the prediction of the time of arrival of the stimuli. Spatial and temporal anticipation are independently manipulatable experimentally, but may interact to determine the response proficiency in a given situation (Cross, 1966) .
It seems fairly obvious that receptor and perceptual anticipation contribute to skilled motor performance, but some evidence linking anticipation to response proficiency might be helpful. Bartlett (1951) noticed a lack of smoothness in the performance of aircraft pilots as they became progressively more fatigued during prolonged flight maneuvers, and he attributed this decrement to losses in the pilots' timing of the motor components. Leonard (1954 Leonard ( , 1958 whose subjects traced a path from the center to one of five peripheral points and back as rapidly as possible for a series of trials, pointed out the increase in smoothness as practice continued. Poulton (1952b Poulton ( , 1957a noticed this effect for his tracking tasks, but indicated that smoothness, by itself, was not as sensitive a measure of anticipation as the lag in following a predictable path. A subject who is anticipating poorly may be able to respond smoothly, but with poor time-on-target scores and large lags in response.
Adams and his co-workers developed measures of anticipatory behavior related to the lag in the subject's response. In tasks which required the movement of levers to suddenly presented visual and/or auditory stimuli (Adams & Chambers, 1962; Adams & Creamer, 1962c; Adams & Xhignesse, 1960) , "beneficial" anticipations were defined as response errors which were less than 133 milliseconds, which was considered faster than the lower limit of classical reaction time. "Perfect" anticipations were responses with errors of less than 33 milliseconds. As practice continued on these tasks, the number of "beneficial" and "perfect" anticipations increased, indicating that the subjects were learning to anticipate, and these changes paralleled improvements in the criterion score for the tasks (time on target). Similar findings have been reported from the psychological laboratories at Kansas State University, using a step-function tracking task with manual lever control . More important aspects of this research program will be presented later.
There is evidence that anticipation and timing ability are independent of classical reaction time. Conrad (1955) and Adams and Xhignesse (1960) recognized this and distinguished between reaction time (the time from an unanticipated stimulus until the subject's response) and "response time" (the interval separating an anticipated stimulus and the subject's response). When the subject is anticipating, he is able to get the response underway in advance, so that the "response time" could be zero or negative, and thus it has been used as a measure of anticipatory timing accuracy. Grose (1963 Grose ( , 1967b found essentially zero correlation between classical reaction time and timing accuracy (analogous to "response time"), and Norrie (1964) found that the accuracy of coincidentally starting or finishing two-limb movements was unrelated to reaction time.
LEARNING TO ANTICIPATE It seems probable that human skilled behavior employs timing patterns which have been learned, and there is a great deal of evidence supporting this view. Ellson and Gray (1948) , using sine wave tracking, Poulton (1950, 19S2b) , using compensatory and pursuit tracking, Bahrick, Noble, and Fitts (19S4) , using a task involving discrete responding, and Jeeves (1961) , with a tracing task, all have found improvements in performance later in practice which can be attributed to improvements in the ability of the subjects to anticipate.
Where anticipatory responding was measured directly (Adams & Creamer, 1962c) , there were progressive increases in the number of "beneficial" and "perfect" anticipations later in practice. Essentially identical results have been found using step-function tracking tasks with manual lever control in a series of articles from Kansas State University . And Ellis, Schmidt, and Wade (in press) found improvements in the estimation of time intervals with practice. The above studies have used either knowledge of results (KR) in the form of verbal reports of error from the experimenter or have used tasks in which the subject could see his error directly as he was responding.
In situations involving no KR, SlaterHammel (1960) and Belisle (1963) , using tasks in which the subject had to respond when a moving pointer became aligned with a stationary one, found no learning. Aiken (1964, 196S) using the estimation of short time intervals, also found no learning when KR was not given. Adams and Creamer (1962a) found no transfer from one timing task to another unless KR was given on the first task. Using a task somewhat similar to those of Slater-Hammel (1960) and Belisle (1963) , Grose (1967) found significant but weak learning trends with no KR. However, Grose (1963 Grose ( , 1967a found decreases in within-subjects consistency (decreased intravariance of the timing errors) as a result of practice, possibly indicating that the intravariance is a more sensitive measure than mean absolute or algebraic errors.
It was possible that those studies showing little or no learning lacked adequate error feedback, and more learning would have occurred if KR had been given. Although a few of these studies did allow the subject to see the moving target in relation to the stationary target as he responded (Belisle, 1963; Grose, 1967; Slater-Hammel, 1960) it. was possible that this glimpse was not adequate. Schmidt (in press) used a task in which a moving target was struck with a hitting motion with KR after each trial and failed to find significant learning past the first trial. When the first trial was removed from consideration, there was no significant change in the intravariance with practice.
The rather small learning in the "coincidence" tasks of Slater-Hammel (1960) , Belisle (1963) , Grose (1963 Grose ( , 1967a Grose ( , 1967b , and Schmidt (in press) might be the result of transfer from previous experience with moving objects. It seems reasonable to assume that subjects have observed and responded to moving objects (e.g., balls, automobiles) fairly frequently in the past and that many of these objects have been moving at a constant speed. Thus it is possible that the subjects had already learned to anticipate the future actions of constantly moving targets when they entered the experiment and only one or two observations of the experimental target motion were sufficient for them to be able to anticipate its location as a function of time. On this basis, it seems likely that if the target speed was not constant, but changed (e.g., accelerated) in the same predictable way on each trial, the subject would be less able to rely upon past learning to predict the target's location and more learning would occur.
RETENTION OF ANTICIPATION
Recently, a few investigations have concerned the question of the retention of anticipatory responding. Quigley, gave 48 US-second trials of a step-tracking task and measured retention after 8 days. They found no significant losses in retention either in terms of integrated error or number of leads. However, used a similar task which was spatially and temporally predictable, measuring retention after 31 days, and showed an overall loss in performance both in terms of integrated error and in the anticipation measures ("beneficial" anticipations and number of leads), but the differences were not large.
Using longer retention intervals, two additional studies concerned the amount of retention in tracking tasks with temporal certainty as a function of the degree of event predictability of the target sequences. Trumbo, Noble, Cross, and Ulrich (1965) found progressively increasing losses in retention (increased integrated error) after intervals of 1 week, 1 month, and 5 months, respectively, and retention was better for "high training" groups (50 trials) than for "low training" groups (25 trials). The amount of retention was negatively related to the degree of predictability in the target sequences, a finding also reported by Noble, Trumbo, Ulrich, and Cross (1966) , using a retention interval of 3 months. Thus it appeared that the tasks in which anticipation was most prevalent, in which integrated error scores were smallest, and in which the amount of improvement with practice was greatest were the tasks most affected by the retention intervals. This effect could reflect the fact that the groups with the smallest error scores had "more to forget," since the low predictability groups showed less improvement with practice than the high predictability groups. The interpretation is difficult because, as Adams (1967, pages 238-239) has pointed out, the authors failed to control for associative strength in acquisition. Both the high and low predictability tasks showed evidence of forgetting in the spatial components (overshoots and undershoots), but retention losses appeared larger for the temporal components (leads, lags, and "beneficial" anticipations) of the tasks. In a task requiring subjects to begin and time the end of an arm movement so that the total movement time was 2 seconds, Ellis et al. (in press) found large (50%) losses in retention over intervals of only 45 seconds. However, it was not clear that the forgetting was due to the loss in accuracy of the anticipation of the end of the interval, since the differences could have been due to forgetting of the appropriate movement speed.
The finding that the tasks requiring anticipation were forgotten rather easily was in direct contrast to the large body of evidence which indicates that motor skills are not easily forgotten (Naylor & Briggs, 1963) , but this could be a result of the apparently small role of anticipation in the conventional retention studies. The evidence might indicate that the retention of the timing in skill might be a limiting factor for the retention of skilled performance. On the other hand, all of these retention studies have involved discrete tasks, and there is increasing evidence that discrete tasks are more vulnerable to forgetting than continuous tasks (Ammons, Farr, Bloch, Neumann, Day, Marion, & Ammons, 1958; Meyers, 1967) . cite some unpublished research using continuous tasks (rate tracking) in which anticipation was possible. In these tasks the subject follows a constantly moving pip with movements of a control stick, and the predictability of the points where the pip reverses direction has been the major experimental variable. Two studies, one using a retention interval of 6 weeks and another with intervals of 1 week and 1 month, found no appreciable forgetting. In addition, forgetting did not appear to be related to the degree of predictability in the task as it was for the discrete tasks. The greater retention for continuous than for discrete tasks may be related to the enhanced opportunity for use of proprioceptive feedback in the former. There is evidence that proprioceptive feedback gives a basis for more accurate anticipation (Adams & Creamer, 1962c; Ellis et al., in press; Goldstone, Boardman, & Lhamon, 1958) and for greater short-term retention (Ellis et al., in press) . Although the evidence is weak, it is possible that proprioceptive feedback may be a mediator responsible for the greater retention of anticipation, and hence of overall performance in continuous skills.
FACTORS DETERMINING ANTICIPATION
In order for perceptual anticipation to occur at all, and in order that the subject respond optimally in situations involving receptor anticipation, the subject must be able to predict future stimulus events. The predictability of a stimulus series can be described in terms of its coherency and its complexity. Coherency refers to the degree to which there is a consistent pattern in the stimulus sequence. Thus, the series of visual stimuli from a rolling ball are coherent, and one can predict future stimuli from those of the present through learning the pattern. Complexity refers to the number of possible stimuli which could occur in the series. The greater the number of possible outcomes, the greater the complexity and the poorer the amount of predictability in the series. Most of the research has been concerned with perceptual anticipation as a function of task coherency.
Manipulating Temporal Predictability
Cross (1966) and Trumbo, Noble, Fowler, and Porterfield (1967) 2 varied temporal coherency by varying the constancy of the temporal arrangement of their repeating series, while maintaining spatial predictability. They found better anticipation as measured by beneficial anticipations, and greater time-on-target scores with the more temporally predictable stimulus sequences. Temporal coherency also seems to play a role in vigilance behavior, the ability to observe and respond to stimuli spread out over large time intervals (up to several hours). Adams and Boulter (1964) manipulated temporal predictability of the stimuli by altering the regularity of the interstimulus intervals. They found faster response times with the more regular interstimulus intervals, indicating that the subjects were anticipating even over intervals of 19S seconds. Adams (1966) points out, however, that because of the instructions, the subjects always waited until the event had occurred before responding, so the expectancy was probably related to muscular set. There is no evidence that genuine anticipatory responses, with response times near zero, are possible with interstimulus intervals as long as 19S seconds.
In situations involving the presentation and concurrent responding to a series of regularly appearing stimuli, a number of authors have investigated the predictability of the sequence measured by the amount of anticipation displayed by the subjects as a function of the interval between stimuli. Adams and Xhignesse (1960) , using a discrete three-position lever-positioning task with visual stimuli and interstimulus intervals of either 1 or 2 seconds, and Adams and Creamer (1962c) , using a one-dimensional step-tracking task with intervals of 2 or 4 seconds, found greater anticipation with the shorter intervals. Aiken (1964) and Pew (1965) using the simple estimation of time intervals, found similar results, with the absolute error of estimation increasing nearly linearly with increasing time intervals. Klemmer (1956 Klemmer ( , 1957 , using constant and predictable foreperiods in a situation otherwise resembling reaction time, found that response error was greater with longer constant foreperiods, but found that the optimum interval was near 1.00 second. Presumably the predictability of the termination of the time interval is greater for shorter than for longer intervals. Thus, a short, constant interval allows the subject to begin the response in advance, and to respond with a minimum of error when the stimuli appears.
In situations otherwise resembling reactiontime situations, the temporal predictability of the occurrence of the stimulus has been altered by manipulating the regularity of the foreperiod. Klemmer (1956) controlled for differences in mean foreperiod and showed the superiority of a constant foreperiod to a variable one. Bertelson and Boons (1960) agreed, but their result could have been due to their failure to control for mean foreperiod. Thus, the evidence suggests that with a regularly appearing foreperiod, the predictability of the end of the foreperiod (i.e., the stimulus) is greater, enabling the subject to anticipate and begin his response early. This result is hardly surprising because experimenters interested in reaction time have nearly always tried to randomize (i.e., make unpredictable) the foreperiod to prevent anticipation. Recently, Botwinick and Thomp-son (1966) have shown that increased temporal certainty decreased "premotor" reaction time (the time from the stimulus until the first muscle EMG activity), but failed to change the "motor" reaction time (time from the first EMG activity until the response), supporting the view that the anticipation was central rather than peripheral.
In an early investigation concerning expectancy, Mowrer (1940) had subjects react to 20 stimuli with a constant interstimulus interval of 12 seconds. Following this, additional trials were given except that occasionally a different interstimulus interval was used. Examining the reaction times to the trials with the varied interstimulus interval, Mowrer found that the fastest responses occurred when the interval was 12 seconds, or at that interval for which the subject was most expectant. Subjects' expectation for shorter intervals was very low, resulting in very large reaction times, while the response to intervals longer than 12 seconds was only slightly slower. Later, Aiken (1964) used a similar design and obtained essentially the same results.
Some recent interest has been directed to the psychological refractory period, a delay in reaction time to the second of two closely spaced stimuli (Welford, 1952) . A refractory explanation holds that the subject can process only one stimulus at a time and that the processing of the second stimulus must be delayed until the first stimulus has cleared the processing mechanism. An alternative explanation is the expectancy hypothesis which indicates that the second response is delayed only because the subject is not expectant or set for the second stimulus. A prediction of this hypothesis is that increasing the certainty of the arrival of the second stimulus will decrease the delay in response to it. Adams (1962) manipulated the predictability of the interval from the first to the second stimulus and found that the decrement which had been traditionally found could be eliminated with more predictable intervals, thus supporting the expectancy hypothesis. A recent study by Reynolds (1966) also supports this view. It is therefore possible that the psychological refractory period does really not represent a limitation in the subject's ability to simultaneously process dual streams of information, and is a function of the uncertainty of the arrival of the second stimulus. For a more complete discussion of the recent developments in this area, see Reynolds (1964) and Smith (1967) .
In tasks requiring the timing of a rapid limb movement in order to hit a moving target, the subject not only needs to predict when the object will arrive at the contact point, but he also needs to be able to predict his own movement time. It is possible that the subject decides when the object will arrive, and then somehow takes into account his own movement time hi order to determine a suitable starting time. If the predictability of the movement time were decreased for the subject, the error in determining a suitable starting time would contribute to timing errors at the end of the movement. Since these motions are typically of short duration and are probably unable to be altered in response to stimuli perceived during the movement (Craik, 1948; Henry & Harrison, 1961) errors in starting time probably remain uncorrected during the movement. Schmidt (in press) hypothesized that increasing the movement time would decrease the accuracy of estimating this interval and therefore decrease the accuracy of the estimation of starting time. Movement time was varied in three ways by varying the movement speed, the movement distance, and the load on the movement. Results partially supported the hypothesis in that greater movement distances, slower speeds when the responses were unloaded, and greater loads when the movements were fast all resulted in decrements in absolute timing error. In no case was there a significant increase in timing error associated with shorter movement times, which contradicted a "commonsense" notion that timing deteriorates with extremely fast, forceful movements.
The finding that greater movement distances produced greater absolute timing error (Schmidt, in press) was in disagreement with Grose (1967) who found no differences in absolute error among movements of varying lengths. However, Grose found that the arithmetic error decreased with increasing movement distance, whereas Schmidt failed to find this effect. The difference in findings probably is related to the fact that Schmidt's responses were very fast (less than .3 second) whereas Grose's were of relatively long duration. The slower responses probably allowed the subjects to adjust their movement according to errors perceived during the response, and relied upon proprioceptive feedback to a greater extent than the more rapid movements. Both studies agree that the nature of the movement itself can be a significant determiner of timing accuracy. Further work needs to be done concerning the relationship between type of movement and timing accuracy including the role of proprioceptive and vestibular feedback, opportunities for making the response more consistent, and opportunities for changing the response while it is in progress.
Manipulating Event Predictability
Event certainty involves knowing what response to make when the stimulus occurs. Thus any event uncertainty must involve at least two possible responses and, since each response must have a separate stimulus associated with it, must involve at least two separate stimuli. The manipulation of event certainty has usually involved the variation of the predictability of a future event while maintaining temporal certainty.
Receptor anticipation. Using tracing tasks which involved repeatedly moving a stylus from the center to the end of one of several peripheral tracks and back again as fast as possible, Leonard (1953 Leonard ( , 1954 and Jeeves (1961) manipulated event certainty by specifying which of the tracks would follow the arrival at the center. When the information was given at the periphery, the subjects spent less time stopped at the center and moved more smoothly and rapidly. The event certainty allowed the subjects to anticipate the next movement direction as they were moving to the center, and to begin the next movement with a minimum of delay.
Perceptual anticipation. In a choice reaction-time situation, Hyman (1953) varied the predictability of the response in three ways by varying the number of equally probable alternatives from which it was chosen, the probability of the occurrence of the responses, and the probability of one response following another. With all three methods, he found shorter reaction times as the predictability of the response increased. Using only himself as a subject, Leonard (1958) investigated the speed of a reaction involving six choices as compared to one involving two sets of three choices. A preliminary stimulus informed the subject as to which set of three choices would contain the response and preceded the actual stimulus by either .1 or .5 seconds. When the interstimulus interval was .1 second, there was no difference between the six-choice and the two-choice threechoice reaction times. But when the interval was lengthened to .5 second, the two-choice three-choice situation was faster than the sixchoice, and as fast as single three-choice reactions. Thus it appears that event certainty alone is not a determiner of anticipation, but that the subject must be given adequate time to process the event information in order that he be able to anticipate. Jeeves (1961) manipulated the time in advance of the arrival of the center of his tracing task that the advanced information was given. He found that the subjects were anticipating when the intervals were greater than 100 milliseconds, and that there was no advantage gained by providing the information within 100 milliseconds of the decision point. However, when the interval was very short (zero to 21 milliseconds), the time at the center was greater than reaction time, which Jeeves attributed to a refractory situation stemming from the interference of the stopping reaction with the later starting reaction. Thus it appears that, in addition to being ineffective near the decision point, advanced event information may even be detrimental if presented too close to the decision point. On this basis, one must question the usefulness of the oftenseen technique of teaching the correct timing in skill by informing the individual during a practice trial that he should do a certain action "NOW!" It is possible that such procedures may lead to even greater delays.
In situations involving tracking, Adams and Xhignesse (1960) and Adams and Chambers (1962) varied the predictability (coherency) of movement direction in visual and auditory tracking tasks with a threeposition manual lever response. With no temporal uncertainty, they varied the probability of a given position following another position (directional uncertainty, amplitude certainty). They found anticipatory responding, measured by beneficial and perfect anticipations, to be greater for the more predictable target courses. Trumbo, Noble, and Ulrich (196S) and Noble et al. (1966) found essentially similar results using step-function tracking tasks with lever control. When the predictability of the location (hence the amplitude and direction) of the next step was increased (with temporal certainty) by decreasing the number of random locations in the sequence, tracking proficiency improved. This increased proficiency was associated with more leads and beneficial anticipations, and fewer lags later in practice. Quigley et al. (1966) manipulated the event certainty by altering the sequential probabilities of the amplitudes (the probability of a given amplitude following another) in a method analogous to that of Adams and Xhignesse (1960) and Adams and Chambers (1962) . There was improvement in performance associated with anticipation using the more predictable amplitude sequences. The two methods of altering predictability did not result in equivalent response patterns; this difference will be included later in the discussion concerning response strategies.
There has been some interest concerning the possibility that verbal pretraining of the regularities of the stimulus track would transfer to the actual tracking task using the same pattern of regularities. Adams and Creamer (1962a) found that learning to anticipate changes in direction of a sine wave input with verbal, discrete motor, and continuous motor responses transferred to actual continuous tracking of the sine wave. used the pretraining of a list of numbers corresponding to target positions, and numbered or unnumbered grid lines on the display. Both forms of pretraining improved performance early in practice, and the unnumbered grid lines resulted in poorer performance than the numbered, presumably because the subjects attempted to "count" the unnumbered lines.
This evidence would seem to give justification to the procedures often used in the initial stages of teaching skills whereby the instructor demonstrates and explains the nature and order of the actions required. This pretraining offers event certainty and better anticipation on Trial 1, so that increased time on target could be expected. How detailed the pretraining should be, and at what level of practice the verbal pretraining becomes unnecessary as well as interactions of these effects with the type of task, are questions which need further study.
Manipulating Spatial and Temporal Predictability
After the subject has learned the regularities of a predictable wave-form input, a tracking task using such an input with no preview involves no event unpredictability. In these situations the subject employs perceptual anticipation and can respond with temporal lags which are very near zero (Ellson & Gray, 1948; Poulton, 1950 Poulton, , 1952b . Poulton (19S2b) investigated the differences in proficiency associated with compensatory versus pursuit tracking. In pursuit tracking, both the input and the subject's output are displayed, while in compensatory tracking, only the difference between the input and the subject's output (tracking error) is available. Pursuit tracking resulted in smaller tracking errors than compensatory (with no preview) because, with pursuit, the subject was able to perceive the action of the target directly, and thus was able to learn the regularities of the target sequence. With compensatory tracking, the action of the target was masked by the actions of the control movements, which interfered with the learning of the regularities.
Spatial and temporal anticipation may be improved in tracking tasks by altering the amount of preview and postview, the amount of the track which the subject can see ahead and behind. Leonard (1953) , using a tracing task, found that preview improved smoothness and anticipation of the movements. Poulton (1957b Poulton ( , 1964 investigated the amount of preview required for optimum anticipation. In a tracking task (Poulton, 1957b) , a preview of .4 second was as ef-fective as a preview of 8.0 seconds, but preview of .3 resulted in markedly poorer performance than a preview of .4 second. However, another study (Poulton, 1964) found a preview of .5 second was not adequate, and that the .5 second preview resulted in better tracking than a 7 second preview. The improvements in tracking performance with preview are in contrast to the opposite findings by Gifford (1963) , presumably because subjects were making incorrect anticipatory movements which increased tracking error. Cross (1966) manipulated various degrees of temporal, directional, and amplitude predictability to determine their relative importance. His findings are of considerable interest because predictable temporal directional or amplitude patterns alone did not result in anticipation better than a completely random (unpredictable) track. However, making the temporal and directional, or amplitude and directional, aspects of the task predictable resulted in nearly identical error scores, about one-third of the way between a completely random and completely predictable task . This finding agrees with Poulton, who has never seen evidence of anticipation in his experiments when only one of the three dimensions (amplitude, direction, and time) was predictable (Slack, 19S3 ). An additional interesting question not investigated by Cross is whether subjects are able to anticipate with temporal and amplitude dimensions predictable and the directional dimension unpredictable. This would seem difficult if possible at all, since the subject would have to simultaneously initiate two opposing responses in advance of the arrival of the stimulus. In a study in which the predictability of the location of the next target position was varied (thus varying both amplitude and directional predictability), one task had directional predictability (e.g., R,L,R,L, etc.) but unpredictability in amplitude (Trumbo, -Noble, Cross, & Ulrich, 1965 ). Anticipation in this task was very good, and nearly as good as in a completely predictable task, indicating that directional certainty contributes a large amount to anticipation in step tracking. Quigley et al. (1966) have found similar, but less striking, advantages for amplitude plus directional certainty over amplitude certainty alone.
Trumbo, Noble, and Fowler 3 (cited in ) used a rate tracking task in which a moving pip was tracked as it moved back and forth across a display. This task differed from the majority of the tasks used by these investigators at Kansas State University in that the subject had to use a continuous motion to follow the pip. The regularity of the points of reversal was the experimental variable, and so the spatial and temporal predictability were confounded. Increased predictability improved tracking performance and increased rate had a degrading effect, but the interaction of predictability and rate was not significant. The faster rates were associated with larger time on target scores, probably because of the large overshoots resulting from the sudden unexpected change in direction, and were not necessarily due to changes in anticipation. Even though the faster rates presumably increased proprioceptive feedback, these results do not necessarily contradict evidence indicating that greater proprioceptive feedback is beneficial to anticipation (Adams & Creamer, 1962c; Ellis et al., in press; Goldstone et al., 19S8) . In addition both compensatory and pursuit displays were used, rate of movement having larger effects with the compensatory display, and task predictability having more effect with pursuit displays, the latter being a major finding of Poulton's (19S2a, 19S2b) work. Goldstone et al. (1958) noticed that children made extensive use of proprioceptive cues in learning to perceive time intervals. As a result, Adams and Creamer (1962c) postulated that anticipation in motor skills may depend upon the proprioceptive feedback produced during a response. When the responses are nearly identical from trial to trial, the subject might learn to use the relatively constant time-varying proprioceptive feedback from the movement as a basis for anticipation and Adams and Creamer tested the hypothesis that increasing the amount (and/ or kind) of proprioceptive feedback by changing the nature of the response would improve anticipation. They used a discrete step-tracking task with lever control in which the target was alternately in one of two positions for constant intervals, and the subject had to anticipate the change and move rapidly to the new position. They varied the movement distance (position feedback) and the spring tension (force feedback), and measured anticipation in terms of when the subject started his response. Greater spring tension improved anticipation, but distance did not have a significant effect, giving only partial support to their hypothesis. The significant spring tension effect indicated that the heightened proprioceptive feedback produced by the muscular force involved in holding the control stationary during the interval gave the subject a more accurate basis for anticipation. Adams (1966) was surprised that the distance effects lacked significance, but the reason may be that the subjects were receiving only minimal position cues during the interval. If Adams and Creamer had used the accuracy of arrival at the new position as the measure of anticipation (thus including a movement and movement feedback in the interval), rather than the accuracy of leaving the former position, the distance effect might have been significant.
Proprioceptive Feedback
Taking the lead from Adams and Creamer, Ellis et al. (in press) manipulated force and position feedback in a 2 X 2 design, using a task in which the subject had to estimate a 2-second interval bounded by the beginning and end of the subject's movement. Position feedback was manipulated by having subjects move either 2.5 or 65 centimeters, and force feedback was varied by adding or not adding an 8.5 pound resistance to the movement. The position and force cues were operating during the interval to be timed. Contrary to Adams and Creamer, timing accuracy was significantly improved with greater position cues, but not with greater force cues. Also, there was a significant loss in short-term retention for all groups, but the losses for groups with augmented position feedback were significantly smaller. These findings were in accord with the finding by Henry (1953) that positional feedback was more accurate than force feedback. However, Trumbo, Noble, and Fowler (1967) , using "rate" tracking in which the subject moved constantly to follow a stimulus pip, found that increased rate (presumably involving increased position feedback) was detrimental to time on target. The effect, as noted earlier, was probably due to spatial errors (overshoots) rather than to losses in anticipation, and probably does not indicate that increased feedback was detrimental to anticipation. It appears that proprioceptive feedback may be a strong mediator of anticipation, and an understanding of the feedback-anticipation relationship seems necessary for the understanding of anticipation in skills. Studies are underway to determine the relative importance of position, force, and velocity cues (e.g., Ellis, 1968) and there is a possibility that vibrational and vestibular cues may also contribute to anticipation.
STRATEGY
When some portion of a timing task is unpredictable, the subject will usually adopt some tactic which will enable him to do as well as possible on the average. In a task involving tracing from the center to one of five peripheral points and back as rapidly as possible, Leonard (1954) gave information (occasionally false) as to the next movement direction. The subjects adopted a compromising tactic, which made them very poor in speed and smoothness on the wrong information trials, but allowed them to move considerably faster and smoother on the correct information trials, but never as fast as when correct information was always given. In a stepfunction tracking task with temporal and directional predictability, but in which amplitude was uncertain, Quigley et al. (1966) found that subjects tended to overshoot short distances and to undershoot long distances, and tended to respond with an amplitude representing the mean of possible amplitudes. Trumbo, Noble, Fowler, and Porterfield (1967) , using the same task but with temporal uncertainty and predictable directions and amplitudes, found that subjects tended to lag short intervals and to lead long ones, responding with an interval near the mean of the possible intervals. The "compromising" tactic above was in contrast to the "matching" tactic used when direction was unpredictable, but time and amplitude were predictable (Quigley et al., 1966) . In this case, the subjects responded 90% of the time in the most probable direction. Noble et al. (1966) and Trumbo, Noble, Cross, and Ulrich (1965) noticed that the subjects who were better in terms of total time on target at the end of training improved their timing and movement speed early in practice at the expense of spatial accuracy (over-and undershoot errors), whereas the poorer subjects tended to improve the spatial aspects to the relative neglect of timing. Wade and Ellis (1968) used some existing data (Ellis et al., in press) and investigated the strategies employed by subjects in learning to estimate 2.00 seconds. They used an autocorrelation technique, in which, for each subject separately, the various pairs of successive trials were correlated. They found large individual differences in strategy, but most subjects tended to successively approach the criterion from one side (evidenced by a positive autocorrelation) rather than successively over-and undershooting (evidenced by a negative autocorrelation).
In a situation involving the striking of a moving target with a rapid hitting motion, Schmidt (in press) used "within-subject" correlations (Grose, 1963) , the relationships among starting time, movement time, and algebraic error determined over trials for each subject separately, as a basis for determining response strategy. He found a fairly high relationship between starting time and error (mean r -.73) and essentially no relationship between movement time and error (mean r = .04), indicating that the subject's error was probably largely determined by the time of initiation of the movement, and that the subject was probably unable to alter his movement in response to stimuli perceived during the response. In addition, the correlation between movement time and starting time was fairly large (mean r = .63) indicating that the movement time and starting time were "preprogrammed." This evidence plus the fact that the intravariance (the SD of the subject's responses about his mean for a series of trials) of starting time was nearly twice that of movement time supported the view that the subject was trying to hold his movement time constant and to vary the starting time in response to the error on the previous trial.
In a very excellent monograph concerning the timing of tapping in response to a series of auditory clicks, Michon (1967) was interested in the strategy employed for different patterns of auditory input, and developed a model to predict the duration of the interval between the subjects' taps. Using a series of constant intervals interrupted by a stepchange to a new rate, a sinusoidal pattern of rate change, or a complex sinusoidal pattern (all involving some degree of temporal predictability), he found that the duration of a given interval could be predicted by a weighted sum of the previous six input interval lengths, with the weights of the previous intervals increasing as a function of their proximity to the interval being timed. Apparently, the subject was determining his present interval length on the basis of a number of previous intervals. On the other hand, when the series of input intervals was random, the subject abandoned this tactic and tried to duplicate only the immediately preceding interval.
AUTOMATIZATION
An early line of thinking about automatization concerns the dropping-out of conscious cues in learning a discrete series of motor acts. For example, a beginner consciously goes through the steps in performing the task, while the experienced performer completes the sequence "unconsciously." A more recent approach has required the subject to process dual streams of information, and the proficiency of a secondary task has been used as an index of automatization of the primary task. One factor in automatization would presumably be the degree of anticipation displayed by the subjects performing the task. Adams (1966) has indicated that perceptual anticipation would be optimal when all of the cues necessary for responding have been "internalized," and the subject could respond with his eyes closed. Thus, after much practice, the timing of the various components of skill would appear to become automatic. The internalizing of the stimuli would thus free the observing response and other "conscious" processes to be used for other tasks. Bahrick, Noble, and Fitts (1954) , using a predictable and unpredictable task in which subjects pressed buttons as each of a series of dots crossed a hairline, found that performance of a concurrent secondary task (mental subtraction) was best when the subjects could anticipate in the button-pressing task. Apparently, the subjects had internalized some of the stimuli necessary for anticipation, thus allowing more conscious attention for the subtraction task. Bahrick and Shelly (1958) found similar results, and concluded that performance in time-sharing (two-task) situations provides a useful index of the degree of automatization.
Adams and Chambers (1962) used a twohand lever-positioning task in which one hand responded to a visual series and the other to an auditory series, and varied the predictability of the direction of the responses in both series. When predictable auditory and visual stimulus series were presented separately, performance with auditory stimuli was superior to the visual (also Bartlett & Bartlett, 1959) . But when predictable auditory and visual stimuli were presented together, performance with visual stimuli improved to the level of the auditory. Anticipation made the complex task superior to the sum of the parts comprising the whole, in that the timing of both responses was guided by the same timing mechanism. Adams and Creamer (1962b) used a similar task in which one hand responded to a visual series with temporal certainty but event uncertainty. The other hand responded to an auditory series with temporal certainty, and the degree of event certainty in this series was varied. Performance in the visual series was better when the auditory series had event predictability, indicating that the subjects had learned the regularities of the auditory task and could devote more conscious attention to the unpredictable visual task. Even with a perfectly predictable auditory task, however, visual task performance was poorer than it was for a group with no concurrent auditory task, indicating that the subjects could not perform two tasks simultaneously without impairment when one task involved event uncertainty. Dimond (1966) has also shown that predictability of a regular task allowed better performance on a concurrent unpredictable task.
Although predictability in the main task allows improved performance on a secondary unpredictable task, the addition of the secondary task can interfere with anticipation in the first. Bahrick et al. (1954) found a 27% decrease in the anticipation score on their predictable main task following the addition of the subtraction task, and Dimond (1965) found that a predictable task tended not to be timed when a second unpredictable task was performed simultaneously. Trumbo, Noble and Swink (1967) , using a step-tracking task, found that when a secondary task was added after considerable practice on the main (predictable) task alone, main-task performance regressed to a level near that of the first trial of learning. This regression was due to a loss in anticipatory responding, with spatial accuracy being nearly unaffected. In a similar study, Noble, Trumbo, and Fowler (1967) investigated the effects of removing an unpredictable secondary task after having practiced both simultaneously from the outset. Great improvements in the main task resulted, but the improvement was temporarily inferior to that of a control group which had only the main task.
The above evidence would seem to indicate that the presence of a secondary unpredictable task prohibits the subject from using the timing mechanism in the predictable primary task. An alternative explanation is possible, however, since the timing mechanism might be employed in the primary task, but the variability of the subject's output might be increased as a result of adding the secondary task. Measures used such as the number of leads and lags and "beneficial" anticipations would be affected by an increased variability in the timing response as well as by an abandonment of the basic mechanism in the primary task. Michon (1967) investigated this question and used key pressing in response to visual stimuli with the opposite hand as the secondary task. When the taps for the secondary key-pressing task were to be performed coincidentally with the taps for the primary task, the basic model of the subjects' responses (i.e., the subject's average response to repeated application of the same input) was unaffected, but the variability of the subject's responses about his own mean increased, indicating that the secondary task did not cause an abandonment of the basic timing mechanism as has been suggested by others (Bahrick et al., 19S4; Dimond, 196S; Trumbo, Noble, & Swink, 1967) . On the other hand, when the secondary and primary task taps were not performed coincidentally, there was a substantial delay in the subject's response to changes in the input, indicating that the subject must surmount a higher threshold of uncertainty before he adopts a new rate. Under such conditions, timing was seriously affected.
DISCUSSION
The majority of the research concerning anticipation and timing has been concerned with perceptual and receptor anticipation of stimulus events and the timing accuracy of the responses to the events. The major concern has been with the nature of the stimulus sequence, and much has been done to determine the various factors determining predictability in the sequences. The stimulus sequences have been altered by changing the length and regularity of the foreperiod in "reaction time" situations, by changing the temporal and spatial (amplitude and direction) coherency of the stimulus sequences, by manipulating the regularity of continuous inputs and the amount of pre-and postview in tracking tasks, and by varying the sequential probabilities of various stimuli in the series. The predictability of the varied sequences was then defined by the amount of anticipatory responding by the subjects in responding to the sequence. Recent work has attempted to explain vigilance (Adams & Boulter, 1964) and psychological refractory period (Adams, 1962; Reynolds, 1966) in terms of expectancy or predictability of the relevant stimuli, and has indicated the class of response strategy which might be expected as a function of the types of regularities in the stimulus sequences Quigley et al., 1966; Trumbo, Noble, & Fowler, 1967) .
However, this rather large emphasis upon stimulus and display variables has resulted in almost no concern with the types of motor variables which determine the ability to anticipate accurately. Some recent exceptions, however, have been concerned with the role of proprioceptive feedback in the movements (Adams & Creamer, 1962c; Ellis et al., in press; Goldstone et al., 1958) , the length and/ or speed of the response (Schmidt, in press; Grose, 1967b; Trumbo, Noble, & Fowler, 1967) , and with multiple-limb movement (Norrie, 1964 (Norrie, , 1967 . The general lack of interesting theoretical ideas is certainly one reason for the relative lack of interest in this area, but the possibility that proprioceptive feedback may contribute to the timing in skill has been appealing enough to create interest for a number of authors (e.g., Ellis, 1968) . The relationship between response speed and timing accuracy, and the role of the proprioceptive feedback from earlier portions of the movement sequence in determining timing accuracy are additional areas which need further study.
A second major lack of emphasis of the anticipation and timing literature concerns what could be called intraresponse timing. Even the most simple movements involve sequential, coordinated patterns of movement of the various body segments. It seems obvious that the movements of the various segments must occur at the proper time both with respect to some external stimulus (e.g., a target) and to the movement of the other body segments in order for the movement to be smooth and well coordinated. In a sense, this class of timing seems basic to the types of anticipation in which the subject makes a response to an anticipated stimulus, since the inadequate intraresponse timing of the motor act should lead to inaccuracies in the total response. It is not obvious that intraresponse timing is a process different from perceptual anticipation, since both may involve responding to anticipated stimuli. It is possible that intraresponse timing depends upon proprioceptive traces produced by earlier submovements, and that intraresponse timing and perceptual anticipation may be governed by the same laws. This question could be partially answered by noting whether factors affecting perceptual anticipation (e.g., proprioceptive feedback and the time between stimuli) affect intraresponse timing in the same way. Other questions concern the strategies employed in learning the timing in a sequence of small motor acts making up a total response, and retention of intraresponse timing.
